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Evaluation of Legal Research: Comparison of the 
Outcomes of a Swiss and Dutch National Survey
Rob van Gestel*, Karin Byland† and Andreas Lienhard†
Law as a discipline is lagging behind other (social) sciences when it comes to research  evaluation. 
There is no European ranking of law journals or legal publishers, no generally accepted  system 
of peer review, no bibliometrical databases, and no consensus on quality indicators for  academic 
legal publications. Scholars in Switzerland and the Netherlands organized surveys to ask their 
colleagues how they feel about different research evaluation methods and which quality indica-
tors they prefer for the assessment of their research. The results reveal that, unlike  university 
managers, legal scholars have a strong preference for qualitative evaluation methods (e.g. 
 editorial scrutiny or independent peer review) over quantitative methods, such as citation 
counting and ranking. However, scholars in both countries seem to be worried about the costs 
and bureaucracy that come along with substantive quality assessment and about the selection 
and instruction of reviewers.
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1 Introduction
Law schools, law journals, and legal publishers have become the dinosaurs of today’s academic world. Despite 
the forces of globalization, law is still primarily a nationally oriented discipline, heavily intertwined with 
legal practice and without an explicit scholarly methodology. In terms of publication culture, law  deviates 
from most other (social) sciences. In Europe, there is no lingua franca in legal research, no commonly recog-
nized ranking of law schools, law journals, or legal publishers,1 no uniform system of peer review, no practice 
of quantitative research evaluation (e.g. impact assessment via bibliometric indicators), and no transnational 
system of research assessment that enables cross-border benchmarking of law schools, law journals and 
other legal publication outlets.2
The pressure from governments, funding bodies, and university managers is mounting to introduce more 
harmonized systems of quality management in European legal academia.3 In many respects, the state of 
affairs in the humanities is similar to the situation in law. However, in the humanities there has been far 
more activity to introduce centralized research evaluation mechanisms. Attempts have been undertaken in 
this field to introduce a ranking of journals,4 to develop quality indicators,5 and to measure the impact of 
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 1 Rob van Gestel, ‘Sense and Non-sense of a European Ranking of Law Schools and Law Journals’ (2015) 35 Legal Studies 165.
 2 See for an international overview of the scholarly landscape and publication culture in law. Stolker Carol, Rethinking the Law School 
(Cambridge University Press 2014).
 3 See e.g. Thed van Leeuwen, ‘Bibliometric Research Evaluations, Web of Science and the Social Sciences and Humanities: A  Problematic 
Relationship?’ (2013) 2 Bibliometrie – Praxis und Forschung <www.bibliometrie-pf.de/article/viewFile/173/218> accessed 20 
December 2017; Ginevra Peruginelli, ‘Evaluating Research: the Case of Legal Scholarly Outputs’ (2015) 15 Legal  Information 
Management 50; Andreas Lienhard, Thierry Tanquerel, Fabian Amschwand, Eva Herrmann and Karin Byland ‘L’évaluation de la 
Recherche en Droit en Suisse’ in Thierry Tanquerel and Alexandre Flückiger (eds.) Assessing Research in Law: Stakes and Methods 
(Bruylant 2015) 374.
 4 ‘ERIH PLUS Criteria’ <https://dbh.nsd.uib.no/publiseringskanaler/erihplus/> accessed 20 December 2017.
 5 See e.g. Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, ‘Quality Indicators for Research in the Humanities,’ (May 2011) Interim 
Report by the Committee on Quality Indicators in the Humanities <https://www.knaw.nl/shared/resources/actueel/publicat-
ies/pdf/quality-indicators-for-research-in-the-humanities> accessed March 11 2018; Sven Hug, Michael Ochsner and Hans-Dieter 
 Daniel, ‘Criteria for Assessing Research Quality in the Humanities: A Delphi Study Among Scholars of English Literature, German 
Literature and Art History’ (2013) 22/5, Research Evaluation 369–383.
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research.6 Although debate is possible about whether law as a discipline is not drifting away from the arts 
and humanities and moving closer towards the social sciences,7 the increased attention for research evalua-
tion in the humanities might indicate what lies in wait for law in the near future in case the scholarly legal 
community does not take action.
One of the things that can be learned from the debate about quality management in the arts and  humanities 
is that in attempts to develop proper research evaluation methods, it is essential to take a bottom-up approach 
and to involve the scholarly community in the process.8 Legal scholars, however, have rarely been surveyed 
in order to find out how they feel about what quality of academic legal research entails and how it could be 
 measured or assessed.9 Not only is the involvement of legal scholars in the process a precondition for the 
acceptance of quality indicators and evaluation methods, but stakeholder participation is also important to 
discover what the academic forum considers poor, average and excellent research and to what extent and how 
this could be measured or weighed.10 This is the reason we have undertaken national surveys in Switzerland and 
the Netherlands to investigate how legal scholars feel about research evaluation and quality management.11
Hereafter, we will present a comparative analysis of some of the results. First, we will summarize the aims 
and methodology of the surveys.12 Next, the most important outcomes will be given with special attention 
given to similarities and differences. After that, we will reflect on how one might explain the outcomes 
and which new questions and debates arise. Finally, a research agenda for the future is presented since we 
believe the debate should be broadened to other European countries. Before going into the aims, methods 
and limitations of both surveys, though, it might be good to mention that the origins of the projects in 
Switzerland and the Netherlands are quite different.
2 Origins, Aims, and Methodology
2.1 Origins
One of the main reasons for conducting a study in Switzerland was the coming into force on January 1, 2015 
of the new law on higher education (“Hochschulförderungs- und Koordinationsgesetz”), which contains a 
chapter on quality management.13 This is why the Rectors’ Conference of the Swiss Universities (CRUS)14 
launched a research programme on research evaluation in the humanities and social sciences, legal research 
included. The law faculties of Bern and Geneva took the occasion to propose a pilot study in the field of 
law, which was then accepted by CRUS.15 In other words, legislators and university managers in Switzerland 
 initiated the debate on research evaluation in the field of humanities and social sciences.
In the Netherlands, law faculties of all universities take part in the periodic national research assessment 
exercise guided by a Standard Evaluation Protocol (SEP). Like the Research Assessment Exercise in the United 
Kingdom (UK),16 its Dutch counterpart is based on peer review by specialized panels. There has however been 
ongoing criticism that this system is time-consuming and burdensome without the assistance of a recognized 
 6 Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences, ‘The Impacts of Humanities and Social Science Research’ (October 2014) 
<http://www.ideas-idees.ca/sites/default/files/2014-10-03-impact-project-draft-report-english-version-final2.pdf> accessed 20 
December 2017.
 7 Mathias Siems and Daithi Mac Sithigh, ‘Mapping Legal Research’ (2012) 71 Cambridge Law Journal 661.
 8 Sven Hug and Michael Ochsner, ‘How Legal Scholars Could Change the Landscape of Research Evaluation’ in Thierry Tanquerel and 
Alexandre Flückiger (eds) Assessing Research in Law: Stakes and Methods (Bruylant 2015) 362–363. 
 9 As an exception See Henk Moed, Marc Luwel and Anton Nederhof, ‘Towards Research Performance in the Humanities’ (2002) 3 
Library Trends 498; Stefan De Jong and others, ‘Evaluation of Research in Context: An Approach and Two Cases’ (2011) 1 Research 
Evaluation 61; Thorsten Grapatin and others, Kriterien zur Messung der Forschungsleistung an der Heinrich-Heine-Universität 
Düsseldorf, Abschlussbericht der AG Leistungsparameter (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf 2012).
 10 Hug and Ochsner (n 8) 363.
 11 See for the Swiss report: Andreas Lienhard and others, Forschungsevaluation in der Rechtswissenschaft: Grundlagen und empirische 
Analyse in der Schweiz, Stämpfli Verlag (Bern 2016). See for the Dutch survey results: Willem van Boom, Rob van Gestel, ‘Rechtsweten-
schappelijk Onderzoek – Uitkomsten Van Een Landelijke Enquête’ (2015) 2015/960 21 Nederlands Juristenblad <http://papers.
ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2609277> accessed March 11 2018 1336–1347. A summarized English version can be 
found in: Willem van Boom and Rob van Gestel, ‘Evaluating the Quality of Dutch Academic Legal Publications: Results from a 
Survey’ (2017) 13(3) Utrecht Law Review.
 12 We only provide a summary because the complete results of both surveys and an elaborate description of the survey methodology 
can be found in the publications mentioned in the previous footnote.
 13 About this law and its consequences: Fabian Amschwand, Qualitätssicherung im schweizerischen Hochschulwesen, Verfassungsrech-
tlicher Rahmen und Leitlinien für die Umsetzung an den Hochschulen (Stämpfli 2014).
 14 Since January 1st 2015 Swissuniversities. See; <https://www.swissuniversities.ch/en/> accessed 20 December 2017.
 15 See for the history: Andreas Lienhard and others. ‘Forschungsevaluation in der Rechtswissenschaft: Ausgangslage, Entwicklungen 
und Ausblick’ (2013) 2 LeGes 411.
 16 Research Excellence Framework, ‘REF 2014’ <http://www.ref.ac.uk/> Accessed 20 December 2017.
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ranking of law journals and legal publishers. The College of Law Deans (CLD) has initiated several expert com-
mittees to come up with proposals for reform, but none of these initiatives received support from the academic 
community.17 In reaction, the Dutch Jurists Association (NJV) discussed research quality and evaluation during 
its annual conference in 2015.18 Simultaneously, two law professors undertook a survey to fuel the debate.19
Hence, whereas in Switzerland the initiative to conduct research on quality management and  evaluation 
methods and organize debate was outsourced by policy makers and university rectors to the academic 
 community, in the Netherlands, the College of Deans has kept this topic to itself instead of leaving it to the 
academic community.
2.2 Aims
We will briefly outline the aims of both surveys. In Switzerland, the aims for the first phase of the research 
trajectory (2013–2015) were to: (i) identify relevant methods and procedures for the evaluation of  scholarly 
legal research; (ii) discover quality criteria and indicators that can be used to predict successful legal 
research; and (iii) find out more about the perception of important stakeholders, e.g. law professors and 
practicing lawyers, pertaining to the potential evaluation methods and quality indicators. The overall goal 
was to describe the state of the art of research evaluation as well as to explore and critically analyze existing 
 practices and identify possible challenges.20
In the Netherlands, the survey was meant to counter-balance the emphasis in the past on expert 
 committees reporting about quality management. The basic idea was to find out how Dutch legal scholars 
feel about the direction in which: (i) scholarly legal research is moving; (ii) the way in which faculties, law 
journals, and legal publishers evaluate the quality of scholarly publications; and (iii) the extent to which 
changes are deemed necessary.21 This idea was spurred by the fact that there has been a lively debate about 
the academic nature and methodological rigor of Dutch legal scholarship.22 Of course, this also raised the 
question to what extent different perspectives on the nature of legal scholarship affect the way we think 
about quality of scholarly legal publications.
2.3 Methodology
Both in Switzerland and in the Netherlands, surveys were used to collect relevant data. However, the design of the 
surveys was not identical. The Swiss survey, for example, asked primarily questions about ‘how things are’, whereas 
the Dutch survey also asked about ‘how things should be’. In the Swiss survey, only people who filled out the entire 
survey were taken into account, while in the Dutch survey, questionnaires that were filled-out for the most part 
were included in the sample. However, these differences should not have a significant impact on the key results. 
For example, in the Netherlands these results and the following debate about quality assessment procedures, such 
as ranking, peer review and bibliometrics were largely confirmed by the general report of the 2016 RAE.23
Moreover, the categories of respondents in the Swiss and Dutch survey were not completely identical since 
the Dutch survey did not take into consideration practitioners, as did the Swiss survey, but at the same time 
it also included a broader range of legal academics than professors (e.g. associate professors, postdocs, PhDs) 
as well as non-legal academics (sometimes working in law schools), such as criminologists, political scientists, 
and experts in public administration. Another difference was that in Switzerland, the electronic question-
naire was accompanied by interviews and expert meetings, which has not been the case in the Netherlands.24
 17 Commissie Stolker, ‘Voorbereiding Onderzoeksbeoordeling Rechtsgeleerdheid’ (Oktober 2005) (<http://media.leidenuniv.nl/legacy/ 
dossier-oordelen-over-rechten---rapport-commissie-voorbereiding-onderzoeksbeoordeling-rechtsgeleerdheid.pdf> Accessed 20 December 
2017; Commissie Smits, ‘Prestatie-Indicatoren en Ranking’ (2007) <https://www.scribd.com/document/256295038/Commissie-Smits> 
Accessed 20 December 2017; Commissie Du Perron, ‘Classificatie Rechtswetenschappelijke Tijdschriften’ (2009) (unpublished report).
 18 R.A.J. van Gestel, Kwaliteit van juridische publicaties, in: R.H. de Bock, P.J.P.M. van Lochem & R.A.J. van Gestel, Kwaliteit als keuze, 
Deventer Kluwer 2015, 243–378.
 19 Van Boom, van Gestel (n 11). 
 20 For an overview of the research design, see: Lienhard and others, Forschungsevaluation in der Rechtswissenschaft (Stämpfli 2016) 9.
 21 Willem van Boom and Rob van Gestel, ‘Evaluating the Quality of Dutch Academic Legal Publications: Results from a Survey’ (2017) 
13 Utrecht Law Review 10.
 22 This debate was sparked by a public lecture of the (former) dean of Leiden law school Carel Stolker. Carol Stolker, ‘Ja, Geléérd Zijn 
Jullie Wel!: Over de Status van de Rechtswetenschap’ (2003) 11 NJB 766.
 23 Willem van Genugten, ‘Align Where Possible, Unique and Self-Confident Where Appropriate’ (June 2017) <https://www.uu.nl/
sites/default/files/visitatierapport-vangenugten-en.pdf> accessed 20 December 2017.
 24 At least the academics who undertook the survey did not do this. Recently experts from the Leiden Center for Science & Technology 
Studies (CWTS) conducted interviews concerning evaluation practices in Dutch law schools. See Wolfgang Kaltenbrunner and Sarah 
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For the technical details concerning the methodology of the surveys, we refer to the separate publications.25 
Hereafter, we only present the key-characteristics and findings of both surveys. Despite the different designs 
of both surveys, we are convinced that they lend themselves to a comparative analysis. The aim of both surveys 
was to get a better understanding about how legal scholars perceive research quality and which criteria, indica-
tors or standards they would like to see applied when it comes to the evaluation of their own work. Besides, a 
survey primarily needs to be consistent and valid in itself. Hence, we see no reason why the outcomes would 
not allow for a descriptive comparison. Wrongful interpretations in the original surveys, that would not be 
recognized by the scholarly community, would almost certainly have led to strong previous protest from criti-
cal legal scholars because of the sensitivity of the topic that affects the academic legal community as a whole.
2.3.1 Switzerland
The aim of the Swiss survey was to investigate the procedures used to evaluate the quality of legal research 
and the indicators and standards being applied. The Swiss research team conducted surveys among law 
professors,26 law journal editors, juries for scientific prizes and practicing lawyers,27 in order to find out 
how they feel about research evaluation. In addition, semi-structured interviews were undertaken with the 
deans of the nine law schools and a representative of the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF), which 
is the main institution supporting scientific research in Switzerland. The surveys were conducted between 
December 2013 and June 2014. The first questionnaire was sent in December 2013, via the online digital 
survey program Lime Survey (https://www.limesurvey.org), to 397 law professors. Previously, the question-
naire had been revised and evaluated by experts in two pre-tests. Email addresses were provided by the law 
faculties and the lists were replicated with the addresses on the faculty websites. Only legal scholars with 
the status of professor working in law schools were included in the survey (e.g. full professors, assistant 
professors, associate professors, honorary professors etc.). In total, 137 survey forms were filled-out in full 
(response rate 34.5 percent). The response rate was quite evenly distributed over the different faculties 
(between 31 percent and 42 percent), the law faculties of Luzern and Freiburg being the exceptions with a 
response rate of only 20 and 21 percent, respectively. Individual statements were anonymized.
Two limitations of the chosen methodology should be borne in mind when interpreting the results 
 hereafter. First, only law professors employed in a law faculty at the time of the survey took part in the 
survey. Naturally, the views of junior legal academics and of law professors in other faculties on research 
evaluation would also be of interest. Second, the answers given in a survey are always dependent on the 
procedure chosen. Because, the survey aimed to study the opinions and assessments by legal scholars, their 
answers may also include some views the interviewees consider socially desirable. However, we have tested 
the Swiss sample for language, university affiliation, age, sex, field of research and type of research. We did 
not find any significant differences between the categories.28
A second survey was addressed to a sample of practicing lawyers in Switzerland. Some 10 percent of all in 
the Swiss bar associations’ database registered lawyers were contacted between May and June 2014.29 For 
each of the 26 cantons a randomly generated sample of lawyers was selected, calculated as a percentage of 
the total number of lawyers practicing in a canton. Questions were distributed to 873 lawyers. 231 filled in 
the questionnaire entirely (response rate 26.3 percent). Again, people who have opted out of the electronic 
survey during the process of responding to it were not included in the final sample.30
2.3.2 The Netherlands
The Dutch survey was conducted in February 2015 via the online digital survey program Survey Monkey 
(https://www.surveymonkey.com).31 Questions were distributed to 2768 email addresses of all known legal 
scholars with a research position (professors, assistance professors, post docs, PhD’s) but also to non-lawyers 
working in law faculties, such as criminologists and experts in public administration. This is because in the 
de Rijcke, ‘Quantifying “Output” for Evaluation: Administrative Knowledge Politics and Changing Epistemic Cultures in Dutch Law 
Faculties’ (2016) 44 Science and Public Policy 284.
 25 Lienhard and others (n 11); Van Boom and van Gestel (n 11).
 26 I.e. researchers holding a professorship at a law faculty, including full professors, assistant professors, associate professors and 
honorary professors. Other researchers, for example lecturers and PhD candidates were not part of the survey.
 27 I.e. practicing lawyers that are member of the Swiss Bar Association (SAV) and working in at least one of the four 
national  languages.
 28 For more information regarding the Swiss sample, see: Lienhard and others (n 20).
 29 Email addresses were obtained via the Swiss bar association (SAV).
 30 For the design of the surveys among law journal editors and juries of scientific prizes, See Lienhard and others (n 30) 22.
 31 Survey monkey <https://www.surveymonkey.com/> Accessed 26 September 2017. 
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Dutch tradition there is close cooperation between criminologists and criminal lawyers or administrative 
lawyers and experts in public administration for example. These groups are not part of other social science 
departments as one would find in certain other countries. Here we took a formal approach: researchers 
working in law schools do (at least partly) legal research. Moreover, these groups are also included in the 
national research assessment exercise as part of the discipline of law.
The email addresses were collected manually from the public websites of different Dutch law faculties.32 
Due to the manual collection of the addresses, some errors were made. Certain emails could not be delivered 
because the address was no longer in use or otherwise invalidated. In addition, due to the design of the dif-
ferent law school websites (departments, research centers, graduate schools and so on), the possibility that 
some scholars might have been overlooked cannot be excluded. Moreover, the online survey program did not 
invite people who have opted out of electronic surveys on an earlier occasion. As a result, some 2733 scholars 
received the invitation to participate in the survey. However, a few individuals who did not receive a notifica-
tion expressed an interest in participating. They were given a separate link to the survey and were included. 
Overall, a broad coverage of academic staff at Dutch law schools was accomplished despite the aforementioned 
limitations. After screening the dataset, 665 survey forms appeared to have been filled-out in full or to a sub-
stantial extent. Open comments, which were allowed for in special text boxes, were immediately separated and 
put in a different database in order to preserve anonymity. As a result, 24 percent of the addressees completed 
the questionnaire. The response rate was quite evenly distributed over the different faculties and was almost 
always between 21 and 29 percent, except the University of Amsterdam with a response rate of only 13 percent.
3 Empirical findings
3.1 Outline
Hereafter, we will mainly focus on the overlap between the surveys. The first cluster is about the focus of 
legal research activities. This is important because, the way in which quality of legal scholarship is valued 
depends on, to a large extent, how we envisage the purpose of legal research. Other quality indicators would 
apply in case of, for example, if one would see legal research primarily as a service to legal practice, rather 
than as a contribution to the body of academic knowledge.
The second cluster is about research quality and in particular about the quality standards and indicators 
that apply to the evaluation of academic legal publications. How do legal scholars (and practicing lawyers) 
perceive research quality, which criteria or indicators do they prefer for the evaluation of their research, and 
are there important differences between Swiss and Dutch legal scholars in this respect? How is the relation-
ship between academia and legal practice perceived, and does this reflect in the way scholars look at the 
originality, profundity and thoroughness of legal research?
The third cluster is about research assessment. What is considered to be the purpose of research assess-
ments? Who should evaluate academic legal publications (e.g. editorial boards or independent peers) and 
which assessment methods are preferred by the academic community in Switzerland and the Netherlands? 
With regard to the latter, how does this relate to current practice? Is there a difference between which objectives 
and methods researchers deem useful and how research evaluation is currently organized in both countries?
Finally, we will compare the most important findings from the explorative Swiss and Dutch surveys in 
order to detect the most important lessons that can be drawn from them. Based on this, we will propose 
some suggestions for further research. It is good to keep in mind that we cannot compare the results with 
previous studies on this point because the Swiss and Dutch surveys were the first ever to be conducted by 
legal scholars in both countries. On one hand, this limits the possibilities for generalization. On the other 
hand, it provides unique data that future researchers can build upon.
3.2 Research and publication behavior
Although there are differences between the Swiss and Dutch academic legal research culture, both strands 
seem to have a lot in common. Compared to the United States (US), where law and research has become 
dominant particularly at the elite law schools with some legal academics argue that legal research has 
 distanced itself too much from legal practice;33 in Switzerland and the Netherlands, academia and practice 
are still heavily intertwined.
 32 The college of law deans was asked for a complete list of the e-mail addresses but this request was refused for privacy reasons, even 
though the e-mail addresses were publicly available on the websites of the different law faculties. This implied that the researchers 
could not double check the response rate because there was no complete and officially verified list of email addresses.
 33 In general, see Brian Tamanaha, Failing Law Schools (University of Chicago Press 2012). See also: Brent Newton, ‘Preaching What 
They Don’t Practice: Why Law Faculties’ Preoccupation with Impractical Scholarship and Devaluation of Practical Competencies 
Obstruct Reform in the Legal Academy’ (2010) 62 South Carolina Law Review 105 154.
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Apart from that, the “scientific” nature of legal scholarship has also been debated in Switzerland and the 
Netherlands.34 There appears to be consensus that academic research is supposed to be more independent 
and situated at a higher level of (theoretical) abstraction than the research that practitioners undertake. 
Nevertheless, when it comes to individual research activities (e.g. advisory opinions) and publications (e.g. 
case notes or commentaries), the distinction between academic and professional publications is blurred in 
both countries. This is not only due to the fact that Switzerland and the Netherlands hardly have any purely 
academic law journals and legal publishers, but also because there is no strict separation between the fora 
of legal scholars and practitioners. Judges, for example, quote academic legal publications on a regular basis 
and attend university conferences, while academics cite court cases, comment upon judicial opinions and 
often function as part-time judges or part-time lawyers.
What makes things extra complicated is that academics publish their work in different languages for 
 different media (e.g. national and international law journals and publishers), which makes assessing the 
quality of such work even more complicated than it is, apart from the differences in audience and accord-
ingly the impact (e.g. English language publications may reach a broader international audience) and the 
level of competition (foreign journals are usually not very interested in descriptive national-oriented work). 
How does one, for example, compare a publication in Dutch for a general interest law review with a publica-
tion in English for a specialized law journal? As difficult as these questions may be, both surveys show that 
the academic legal community should start addressing these questions in order to avoid forced external 
interference from policymakers and organisations responsible for research funding.
3.2.1 Focus of research activities
3.2.1.1 Switzerland
More than 75 percent of the Swiss legal academics claim that their research activities have at least a partial 
international or transnational focus. Almost 30 percent of respondents say that their research shows inter- 
or transnational elements (Table 1).
3.2.1.2 The Netherlands
Large numbers of the Dutch respondents claim that their research is focused on European and international 
debates with other scientists. Almost 75 percent of them indicate that their own research is directed to an 
international academic legal audience, which would imply that Dutch academics are more focused on the 
debate with foreign scholars than with their direct colleagues from other Dutch faculties. With regard to 
the focus on legal practice, it is interesting that respondents are clearly more concentrated on a debate with 
Dutch practitioners (55.3 percent) than with European and international practitioners (40.2 percent).
3.2.1.3 Comparison
Although the literature seems to suggest that in Switzerland legal academics are more focused on systema-
tizing the law and looking for underlying principles using hermeneutic (interpretative) methods,35 Dutch 
legal scholars seem to be moving more towards the social sciences and towards multidisciplinary research.36 
 34 See for Switzerland: Peter Gauch, ‘Zum Stand der Lehre und Rechtsprechung. Geschichten und Einsichten eines privaten 
 Schuldrechtlers’ (2000) 119 Zeitschrift für Schweizerisches Recht 1; Jörg Paul Müller, ‘Jurisprudenz – eine Wissenschaft?’ (2000) 
4 VSH-Bulletin 1. For an overview of the Debate in the Netherlands, see: Jan Smits, Omstreden Rechtswetenschap (BJU publishers 
2009), updated and translated into English as Jan Smits, The Mind and Method of the Legal Academic (Edward Elgar 2012) and more 
recently Jan Vranken, Algemeen Deel (Kluwer Deventer 2014).
 35 Gunther Arzt, Einführung in die Rechtswissenschaft (Schulthess, 2nd edn, 1996) 89; Matthias Mahlmann, Konkrete Gerechtigkeit, 
Eine Einführung, Recht und Rechtswissenschaft der Gegenwart (Nomos 2015) 158; Axel Tschentscher, Grundprinzipien des Rechts. 
Einführung in die Rechtswissenschaft mit Beispielen aus dem schweizerischen Recht (Haupt 2003), 59 f.
 36 See the report by the Koers Committee, Kwaliteit en diversiteit, (Amsterdam 2009) Chapter 1.
Table 1: Professors indicate to what extent their research activities have an international/transnational focus.
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In both countries, however, internationalization of legal research is becoming more prevalent. Likewise, in 
both countries, around 75 percent of the legal academics claim to focus on publishing for an international 
audience. If these survey results represent everyday reality, it is likely that academic legal research is becom-
ing less of a service to legal practice than it used to be. After all, we may not expect legal practitioners to 
follow every possible international publication outlet. At the same time, Swiss or Dutch legal scholars who 
want to publish in international or European publication outlets will to a certain extent have to refrain from 
the particularities of their own national legal system, in order to be interesting for a foreign audience. This 
implies that authors need to either incorporate comparative elements and extra-legal insights or focus more 
explicitly on theory building.
3.2.2 Types of publications
3.2.2.1 Switzerland
Which publication outlets legal scholars prefer depends largely on the (academic) legal culture in a  country. 
In France, for instance, case notes and commentaries possess a higher status than in the United Kingdom 
where law journal articles and books published by academic publishers (e.g. Oxford University Press (OUP) 
and Cambridge University Press (CUP)) carry more weight.37 No empirical data exists in Switzerland on how 
much value legal scholars attach to different types of publications. What is known from the literature, 
though, is that Swiss legal scholars publish in a wide variety of outlets ranging from law journals, commen-
taries, monographs, Festschriften (commemorative publications), and advisory opinions.38 “Core journals”, 
typical of the natural sciences, do not exist in Swiss legal research. What appears to be different from the 
situation in the Netherlands is that books are considered to be more important than journals in Switzerland, 
whereas in the Netherlands there seems to be more preference for publishing in international law journals 
(See Tables 2 and 3).
3.2.2.2 The Netherlands
What is interesting about the situation in the Netherlands is not only the fact that practice-oriented national 
law journals have lost popularity over the last decades against (international) academic law journal articles, 
but also that the publication culture has become less individualistic due to the greater emphasis on research 
programming as a result of requirements within the national RAE.39 Probably, both developments also have 
to do with the way legal research is being evaluated via national research assessments based on research 
programmes developed by departments or research institutes within law faculties. Apart from that, internal 
faculty publication guidelines of various law schools seem to have an influence on the preferences of indi-
vidual scholars regarding what (not) to publish. One complaint from publishers, for example, is that since 
 37 Pascal Pichonnaz, ‘Bibliométrie en Droit: Quelques Réflexions sur les Enjeux et L’impact sur la Littérature Juridique Future’ (2014) 
133 ZSR 377 ff. 
 38 Lienhard and others (n 20) 36.
 39 See Willem van Genugten, Align where possible, unique and self-confident where appropriate. Developments in legal research and 
its assessment, June 2017, § 3.1.
Table 2: Respondents indicate at which audience their publications are aimed.











The Dutch debate with 
other scholars (n = 624)
13.6 6.9 9.1 34.5 35.9
The Dutch debate with 
 practitioners (n = 611)
18.7 12.4 13.6 32.7 22.6
A European/international 
debate with other scholars 
(n = 633)
9.2 7.7 8.5 31.0 43.8
A European/international 
debate with  practitioners 
(n = 602)
26.4 18.9 14.5 27.6 12.6
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the national research evaluation protocol does not reward books for educational purposes, several faculties 
no longer give credits for textbooks. Consequently, the market for textbooks has shrunk significantly.40
3.2.2.3 Comparison
Switzerland and the Netherlands share a similar publication culture, but whereas the Swiss are heavily focused 
on books and practice-oriented publications, the Dutch appear to be moving away from practice in order to 
concentrate more on academic legal journals. In both countries, however, scholars and administrators struggle 
with the question where to draw the line between academic and professional publications. As we will see, the 
criteria to qualify legal publications as scholarly, academic or scientific are extremely vague. Besides, scholars 
in both countries are facing a dilemma: if they move too far away from legal practice, they are no longer taken 
seriously by professionals in the field, but if they stay too close to practice, critics will question the scientific 
relevance of their work. This also reveals that as long as legal publications are divided in academic and pro-
fessional, and the latter do not count in the evaluation system, the struggle about the demarcation line will 
continue because academics will want to maximize their number of academic publications. This automatically 
puts pressure on the evaluation system and the criteria to detect academic research quality.
3.3 Research quality
3.3.1 Introduction
Not only in law, but also in other disciplines, assessing the quality of academic research is considered difficult.41 
Substantive quality (e.g. the quality of argumentation and interpretation) is especially hard to measure. Review 
by peers is still the most important method to evaluate research in the humanities and social  sciences.42 This 
is also true for legal research, even though one can still find many law journals, in both Switzerland and the 
Netherlands, which prefer editorial review to assessment by independent peer reviewers. Peer review has its 
own problems, however.43 Two main issues play an important role here. First, peer review requires a certain 
consensus within the scholarly forum regarding the criteria that should be applied by referees to recognize 
quality. These criteria or indicators do not yet seem to exist in the field of law. Second, peer review requires 
a policy from journals and publishers to select independent and capable referees. If this selection process is 
flawed, peer review runs the risk of being biased.44 Moreover, a problem in the field of law is that in many 
 40 See the comments by one of the major Dutch legal publishers Wirt Soetenhorst: Wirt Soetenhorst, ‘Law Publishers in the 
 Twenty-First Century: Part of the Problem or Part of the Solution? The Need for a Paradigm Shift in Publishing for the Legal 
 Education Market’ (2014) 14 Legal Information Management 74.
 41 See out of many: Mathias Binswanger, ‘Excellence by Nonsense: The Competition for Publications in Modern Science’ in Sönke 
Bartling and Sascha Friesike (eds) Opening Science: The Evolving Guide on How the Internet is Changing Research, Collaboration and 
Scholarly Publishing (Springer 2014) 49–72.
 42 Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, ‘Interim report by the Committee on Quality Indicators in the Humanities’ 
(May 2011) <https://www.knaw.nl/shared/resources/actueel/publicaties/pdf/quality-indicators-for-research-in-the-humanities> 
accessed 26 September 2017. 
 43 See Thomas Gould, Do We Still Need Peer Review? (Scarecrow Press 2013).
 44 See about the different types of biases that may occur in peer reviews: David Shatz, Peer review: A Critical Inquiry (Rowman & 
 Littlefield Publishers 2004).
Table 3: How do legal scholars rank different types of publications?





Contributions in Dutch journals 1 Contributions in international journals
Contributions in international  journals 2 Contributions in books in a foreign language
Handbooks (or parts of handbooks) 3 Contributions in Dutch journals
Contributions in Dutch books 4 Handbooks (or parts of handbooks)
Contributions in books in a foreign language 5 Textbooks (or parts of textbooks)
Case notes 6 Contributions in Dutch books
Textbooks (or parts of textbooks) 7 Commentaries
Commentaries 8 Case notes
* We only included respondents who ranked all items.
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countries it is difficult to decide who belongs to the forum of legal scholars and hence who could qualify as a 
possible referee. This has to do with the fact that academia and legal practice are heavily intertwined.
3.3.2 Quality criteria of scholarly legal publications
In the Swiss and Dutch surveys, we tried to get a better understanding about how legal scholars perceive 
research quality and which criteria, indicators or standards they would like to see applied when it comes to 
the evaluation of their own work.45 The tables below show some important outcomes.
3.3.2.1 Switzerland
Table 4 shows an overlap between the criteria that both professors and practicing lawyers find most 
 important, namely: argumentative reproducibility, clear and precise language, and substantive correctness. 
Structure also seems to play an important role.
Of course, the question is: what do these indicators actually mean, do respondents interpret them in the 
same way, and how could one avoid a purely subjective interpretation and application of the criteria? There 
is not one proper answer here, apart from the fact that this should be tested in future research. The surveys 
provide the starting point for this. If, for example, most scholars believe that a clear research question is 
important for academic legal publications, do they share a more or less similar understanding of what a clear 
research question entails? If not, why is that?
 45 In the Swiss survey, the respondents were given a list of criteria to evaluate. The criteria were compiled from the literature 
(in  particular Sven Hug, Michael Ochsner and Hans-Dieter Daniel (n 5) 369 ff.) and supplemented with criteria from legal science. 
Several pre-tests of these criteria were carried out. For more information on the quality criteria see: Lienhard and others (n 20) 
176. In the Dutch survey, the criteria were drawn from previous reports by several committees (Stolker (n 2); Smits (n 35); Koers (n 
37) etc.) and debates in the literature as discussed for example by Smits (n 35). Moreover, there were open comment boxes where 
respondents could supplement the list of criteria or indicators in case they felt there were important things missing.
Table 4: Professors’ and practicing lawyers’ perception of research quality of scholarly legal publications.
Standards for the 
















N % N % N N % N % N
Argumentative 
 reproducibility
111 100 83 75 111 211 100 144 68 212
Clear and precise  language 111 100 61 55 111 218 100 133 61 219
Substantive correctness 
of argumentation
106 95 87 78 111 215 100 179 83 215
Structure 106 96 68 61 111 214 100 109 51 215
Legal craftsmanship 
(e.g. showing through 
 citations and use of sources)
104 95 48 44 110 197 92 81 38 213
Clear research question 101 93 60 55 109 175 87 65 32 201
Methodological rigor 98 90 52 48 109 167 83 53 26 202
Implementation of formal 
requirements
83 78 33 31 106 114 62 25 14 184
Critical reflection 104 78 54 49 110 171 84 49 24 204
Theoretical relevance 101 65 44 40 109 177 86 53 26 207
Relevance for 
current debates
67 61 19 17 109 171 80 67 31 213
Originality/Innovation 101 54 43 39 110 118 59 17 8 201
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On a higher level of abstraction, it is difficult to find any of these indicators unimportant, but as soon as 
one starts to break down indicators, like originality and methodological rigor, into more specific guidelines 
or standards,46 the situation becomes even more complex. How should one, for instance, go about in requir-
ing methodological accountability in academic publications? In the US, there is a lot of criticism against the 
footnote fetishism caused by the so-called Bluebook, which dictates how to use footnotes.47 One of the main 
points of criticism is that student editors, because of their lack of substantive knowledge, focus too much 
on footnote checking and thereby requiring references for sometimes the most absurd things, such as that 
Plato was an influential philosopher or that one of the core values of American life is equality.48 Do we want 
this in Europe, or do we think it would run against the normative character and argumentative nature of 
academic legal research, in which “the art of persuasion” is also a very important feature?
3.3.2.2 The Netherlands
In Table 5, respondents had to rank a number of general indicators for quality of scholarly legal publications. 
Remarkably, thoroughness and profundity have a clearly higher score among lawyers than among (academic) 
non-lawyers working in law schools. The latter group feels that originality should be the primary trademark of 
scholarly legal research. Both lawyers and non-lawyers view the presence of a clear and well-defined research 
question as an important indicator for the quality of legal publications. Non-lawyers, such as criminologists, 
seem to pay more attention to methodology and research design than lawyers, while the latter group sets 
higher standards for clear and precise language. Methodological rigor scores relatively low on the list of pos-
sible quality indicators, while at the same time both groups rank convincing results and conclusions very high. 
This raises the question of how one can accomplish convincing research outcomes without methodological 
rigor. It could also imply that respondents have a very different idea about what, for instance, theory-building 
or methodological rigor entails. This can only be brought to light via other research methods, such as inter-
views. With regard to methodological rigor and use of sources, a recent study shows that on an abstract level 
there is a lot of agreement, but as soon as one confronts legal scholars with certain dilemmas (e.g. when to use 
or not use self-citation or how to deal with blogs or other “grey” sources where the level of editorial control 
might be limited) things become more complicated and disagreement increases.49
Table 6 shows how academic lawyers and non-lawyers rate indicators that could give an indication of qual-
ity content in legal publications. What is interesting is that both groups put the presence of a clear research 
question on top of the list, while the way in which the use of sources is accounted for is seen as less important. 
 46 Rob van Gestel and Jan Vranken, ‘Assessing Legal Research: Sense and Nonsense of Peer Review versus Bibliometrics and the Need 
for a European Approach’ (2011) 12 German Law Journal 901.
 47 See outspoken about this is: Richard Posner, ‘Goodbye to the Bluebook’ (1986) 53 The University of Chicago Law Review 1343; 
Richard Posner, ‘The Bluebook Blues’ (2011) 120 Yale Law Journal 850.
 48 Deborah Rhode, ‘Legal Scholarship’ (2002) 115 Harvard Law Review 1335. See also Carol Stolker, Rethinking the Law School 
( Cambridge University Press 2014) 237–239.
 49 Snel Marnix, Meesters over Bronnen: en Empirische Studie naar Kwaliteitseisen, Gevaren en Onderzoekstechnieken die Betrekking 
 Hebben op het Brongebruik in Academisch Juridisch-Dogmatisch Onderzoek Boom Juridische Uitgever (BJU 2016).
Table 5: Quality indicators for academic legal publications.





Thoroughness and profundity 1 Originality (adding something to the body of  knowledge)
Originality (adding something to the 
body of knowledge)
2 Convincing results and conclusions 
Convincing results and conclusions 3 Thoroughness and profundity
Theory-building 4 Methodological rigor
Methodological rigor 5 Theory-building
Societal impact 6 International recognition
International recognition 7 Societal impact
* We only included respondents who ranked all items.
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The reason could be that perhaps legal scholars believe the evidence presented in the footnotes to articles 
and books needs no further explication. This was, at least until recently, common practice in the Netherlands. 
One would hardly find books that explained the selection of sources. The importance of the availability of 
a solid research question, though, is much more discussed in the literature over the last ten years. In PhD 
dissertations, for instance, this has become an issue after Tijssen’s research on the quality of dissertations.50
3.3.2.3 Comparison
It is interesting that legal scholars in both countries seem to be more focused on the quality of interpre-
tation and argumentation in legal scholarship than on methodological rigor, correct use of sources and 
accountability — although one would suspect a link between the two types of indicators. After all, how do 
you know that the argumentation in legal publications is valid in cases where authors do not make their 
implicit methodological choices explicit?
The only possible way to assess the correctness of a publication from a substantive perspective is by 
 verifying the content, weighing the arguments and checking the sources. Only scholars with more or less the 
same expertise as the authors are able to do that. They could perhaps see, based on references in footnotes, 
whether the most important sources are included or not, but others who do not have this specific expertise 
will not be able to tell what the quality of the publication is. For them, the most important indicator for 
research quality will probably be the methodological exposition: how did the author go about answering the 
research question, and which steps were taken during the research process, and why? This may also partly 
explain why the research question is valued so much by Dutch legal scholars. If the question is unclear, it is 
often very difficult to tell whether the results of a research paper are convincing. After all, a research out-
come is only meaningful when the problem the research intends to provide an answer for is clearly laid out.
3.3.3 Quality of law journals
Law journals play a vital role in the evaluation of academic legal research in Switzerland, the Netherlands 
and the rest of Europe, but what is interesting is that there is little information available on how the qual-
ity of these journals is perceived by academics and practitioners. Other than in the US, there is no generally 
accepted ranking of law journals in Europe, so the question is how do legal scholars decide where to publish 
and what quality criteria matter to them and to practitioners who use law journals?
3.3.3.1 Switzerland
Since journals decide upon the publication of an article, the perception of professors and practitioners on 
quality criteria for law journals can be taken as a proxy for the research quality of scholarly legal publications.
Again, what we can observe here is that Swiss scholars and practitioners consider substantive quality of 
the contributions in journals to be the most discerning factor in deciding what the best journals are (see 
Table 7). As such, this says little about how scholars recognize substantive quality. If scholars would give 
different answers to the question which journals publish the best articles, one would be running around in 
circles. Interestingly, criteria (that play a role in other disciplines) to weigh the quality of law journals, such 
as the use of peer review, impact factors or rejection rate, hardly play a role Switzerland.
 50 Hervé Tijssen, De Juridische Dissertatie Onder de Loep (BJU 2009).
Table 6: What determines the substantive quality of academic legal publications?






The presence of a clear research question 1 The presence of a clear research question
The use of clear and precise language 2 The presence of solid research methodology
The presence of theory-building 3 The presence of theory-building
The way in which the use of sources is accounted for 4 The use of clear and precise language
The presence of solid research methodology 5 The way in which the use of sources is accounted for
* We only included respondents who ranked all items.
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As might be expected, academics consider the international exposure of a journal to be more important 
than practitioners do. The reverse is true for language. Practitioners find the language in which the journal 
is published more important than academics. At the same time, one could ask what language or the fre-
quency of appearance have to do with quality at all. Are papers published in English-language journals for a 
broad audience and with a high frequency necessarily better than articles written in German or French for a 
specialized journal that has fewer readers and appears less often? Or should we argue that the language in 
which an article is written does not tell us anything about the quality of the content?
Perhaps the latter depends on what is considered as quality. Research that is published in English has per 
se a larger audience and a larger dissemination, which often means that the impact is higher. Where the 
number of citations of a book or an article counts as a quality criterion, the language also becomes impor-
tant, but this tells us very little about the value of the content of a publication. It is, for example, well-known 
that there are many different reasons why scholars cite other publications, but that does not always indicate 
quality. Just think of negative citations that are a sign of disagreement. If someone, for example, makes 
an absurd argument, that argument is likely to receive a more than average amount of citations, but this 
 certainly does not imply high quality.51
Last but not least, (double) blind peer review is considered as an important quality indicator of journals, 
both for legal scholars and practitioners in Switzerland. This is remarkable since there are very few (double) 
blind peer-reviewed law journals in Switzerland. This begs the question: if both groups find this such an 
important quality indicator, why have they not urged more journals to become peer reviewed? Do they 
perhaps feel the initiative should come from law schools or from publishers?
3.3.3.2 The Netherlands
When asked about the relevant aspects of the quality of law journals, lawyers and non-lawyers stated dif-
ferent priorities. In the Netherlands, lawyers consider the reputation of the editorial board to be the most 
important quality indicator, while non-lawyers seem to find external blind (peer) review more important 
(see Table 8).
An interesting difference between lawyers and non-lawyers is the importance given to a journal on the 
basis of quantitative indicators, such as its impact factor. Non-lawyers rate this as much more relevant than 
lawyers. The reason for this might be that non-lawyers, such as criminologists, write more for international 
 51 Korobkin has shown there are at least ten reasons for citing other publications that have no direct relationship with the quality of 
the publication one is referring to. See Russell Korobkin, ‘Ranking Journals: Some Thoughts on Theory and Methodology’ (1999) 
26 Florida State University Law Review 866.















N % N % N N % N % N 
Substantive quality 111 100 100 90 111 214 100 180 84 215
Publisher is part of the 
academic community
89 83 35 33 107 103 54 15 8 190
Systematic peer review 61 59 15 15 103 92 65 18 13 142
International exposure/ reputation 51 48 10 9 107 23 13 1 1 183
Information about the 
selection procedure
47 47 7 7 99 57 35 7 4 161
Number of citations/impact factor 49 47 7 7 105 122 64 18 9 192
Rejection rate 37 38 5 5 98 47 32 1 1 148
Language 38 37 5 5 103 143 73 49 25 197
Number of copies 30 29 0 0 102 67 37 6 3 182
Frequency of appearance 24 23 1 1 103 76 41 4 2 185
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journals. Law journals in the Netherlands hardly work with impact factors and citation scores, but this is 
different for foreign journals, especially in the US and UK, as well as journals focused on international and 
European law. Some of these journals openly advertise their impact factors.52
3.3.3.3 Comparison
The expertise of the editorial board is seen as important in both Switzerland and the Netherlands. Although 
there are few (double) blind reviewed law journals in both countries, independent peer review is considered 
a relevant quality indicator. This is not so strange if one takes into account that the content of publications 
scores very highly on the list of quality criteria. After all, quantitative criteria, such as citation scores, may 
say something about the impact of a journal in the field, but it should not be confused for quality of sub-
stance. Controversial papers, for example, may attract many readers but that does not imply that the ideas 
expressed in the papers are innovative or otherwise valuable. What the survey does not explain, however, is 
why peer review is still rather rare for Swiss and Dutch journals although academics and practitioners con-
sider it so important. For Dutch journals, one of the reasons might be that the pool of potential reviewers in 
most fields is limited, and it is difficult to organize truly blind reviews because of the fact that most scholars 
in the field know each other very well. Reviewers may recognize the style of their colleagues even if the arti-
cle is anonymized. Moreover, Swiss journals and editorial boards may also be afraid of the bureaucracy and 
workload that comes with the introduction of (double) blind peer review.53 In the Netherlands, however, this 
does not appear to be a problem as more and more journals are turning to peer review. This might be due to 
the fact that peer reviewed journal articles receive extra weight in the RAE.
3.3.4 Potential difficulties in the assessment of legal research
In the field of research evaluation, experts have long discussed the difficulties of assessing research quality 
in a reliable manner. Recently, there has been much debate on the importance of impact factors and citation 
scores in the hard sciences because of the perverse effects the application of bibliometrics indicators may 
have on the behavior of researchers.54 For law, however, this debate is relatively new, because law schools, 
law journals and legal publishers have so far spent little time and energy on considering which methods are 
the most appropriate ones for research evaluation.
 52 See for example The European Law Journal and Common Market Law Review.
 53 The survey among editors of law journals in Switzerland has shown that editors often decide without consulting external experts 
and regularly make their own decision on whether to accept an article for publication (Lienhard and others (n 20) 144 ff).
 54 For instance: Ewen Callaway, ‘Beat it, Impact Factor! Publishing Elite Turns against Controversial Metric Senior Staff at Leading 
Journals Want to End Inappropriate Use of the Measure’ (14 July 2016) 535 Nature 210–211; Caspar Chorus, Ludo Waltman, ‘A 
Large-Scale Analysis of Impact Factor Biased Journal Self-Citations’ (2016) 11 PLOS ONE 1; Allen Wilhite, Eric Fong, ‘Coercive Cita-
tion in Academic Publishing’ (February 2012) 335 Science 542–543. See also the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assess-
ment: <www.ascb.org/dora/> accessed 27 September 2017.
Table 8: What determines the quality of law journals?





The reputation that the journal has 
among my peers
1 Whether the external referees conduct a ‘blind’ review
The expertise of the editorial board 2 The reputation that the journal has among my peers
Whether the external referees conduct a 
‘blind’ review
3 Whether the editorial board does the assessment itself or 
uses external referees
Whether the editorial board does the 
assessment itself or uses external referees
4 The reputation the journal has according to quantitative 
indicators (e.g. impact factor)
Whether the entire editorial board 
assesses a paper or not
5 The expertise of the editorial board
The reputation the journal has 
according to quantitative indicators 
(e.g. impact factor)
6 Whether the entire editorial board assesses a paper or not
* We included only respondents who scored all items.
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3.3.4.1 Switzerland
The perception of potential difficulties in the assessment of legal research by law professors corresponds 
with previous results.55 Apparently, professors do not believe that there are suitable quality indicators (yet). 
They seem to have a strong distrust against the use of quantitative (bibliometric) indicators to evaluate 
legal research and are afraid of all sorts of adverse effects of research evaluation on the research and pub-
lication behavior of scholars, including strategies to bypass the evaluation system, such as salami slicing 
(see Table 9). Moreover, they are against excessive external influence on the goals of the legal research 
 community. Interestingly, professors seem to think that there are enough (potential) referees for the 
 assessment of legal research.
3.3.4.2 The Netherlands
What catches the eye in the Dutch survey is that more than 75 percent of the respondents feel that law fac-
ulties put too much emphasis on measuring the number of publications their staff produce (see Table 10). 
Little over 40 percent of the respondents claim that proper quality indicators for scholarly legal publications 
do not exist at all. It is interesting that more than 50 percent of the respondents feel that double blind peer 
review leads to higher quality publications, but at the same time, there is disagreement over whether peer 
review takes too much time from all parties involved. One wonders what is behind these opinions. Are they 
based on personal experience, or are scholars perhaps afraid of the stories of flawed peer review systems in 
other disciplines? It is also interesting to note that almost 65 percent of the respondents suggest that the 
current method of quality evaluation leads to strategic behavior.56
3.3.4.3 Comparison
Remarkably, both the Swiss and Dutch respondents have doubts whether there are appropriate quality indicators 
to assess legal publications. At the same time, we have seen that both groups appear to have faith in, and a strong 
preference for, peer review over metrics-based evaluation methods. In Switzerland, professors show strong reluc-
tance towards bibliometrical evaluation methods. This raises the question of what standards or quality indicators 
 55 See: Andreas Lienhard, Thierry Tanquerel, Fabian Amschwand, Eva Herrmann and Karin Byland ‘L’évaluation de la Recherche en 
Droit en Suisse’ in Thierry Tanquerel and Alexandre Flückiger (eds.) Assessing Research in Law: Stakes and Methods (Bruylant 2015).
 56 See for instance: W. Kaltenbrunner & S. De Rijcke, ‘Quantifying “Output” for Evaluation: Administrative Knowledge Politics and 
Changing Epistemic Cultures in Dutch Law Faculties’, Science and Public Policy (44) 2017, afl. 2, p. 293, who have shown that the 
distinction between professional and academic publications has at times been manipulated to support certain epistemic agendas.
Table 9: Professors’ perception of difficulties in the practice of research evaluation.









Current evaluation practice is too much focused on 
 quantitative  criteria/numbers.
84 77 25 23
Lack of suitable quality indicators. 82 73 31 27
Research assessment is too  time-consuming. 79 72 31 28
Research evaluation has adverse effects on  publication 
strategies (e.g. salami tactics,  citation cartels…).
71 71 29 29
Current evaluation practices put too much emphasis 
on external  expectations instead of on the goals of the 
research community.
64 72 25 28
Research evaluation has adverse effects on the publication 
behavior (e.g. choice of topics).
66 69 30 31
There is no suitable evaluation  infrastructure 
(e.g. citation databases).
46 45 56 55
Insufficient number of experts for the  assessment of 
legal research.
42 39 66 61
Current evaluation practice is too much focused on 
 qualitative criteria.
24 24 76 76
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referees should then apply in the peer review process. A major worry of the scholarly legal community in both 
countries is that a stronger emphasis on quantitative evaluation methods will lead to strategic behavior in order 
to avoid the consequences of review. It is unclear what has inspired these opinions. Is it personal experience, fear 
for what has happened in other disciplines, or perhaps a general distrust against the monitoring and evaluation 
of legal research by outsiders? Again, only further qualitative research (e.g. interviews) can yield answers here.
3.4 Goals of quality assessment of scholarly legal research
In the end, the most important question about research evaluation is probably: what purpose should it serve? 
Research assessment cannot be a goal in itself. However, it is far from self-evident for which type of problems 
research evaluation should be viewed as the solution. After all, law as a discipline has paid little attention 
to research evaluation so far and has managed to survive for centuries. One could therefore ask: why do we 
need changes? Is it primarily to satisfy politicians or university managers who want to see whether legal 
scholars provide value for money? Is it to distribute scarce research funds in the fairest way, or is it perhaps to 
make the criteria about what is considered as the “best legal research” more transparent in order to provide 
 information to other scholars and to the public about which publications are most worthwhile reading?
3.4.1 Switzerland
Swiss professors seem to think that the number one aim of research evaluation is the assessment of existing and 
new staff members (promotion and appointments) (see Table 11). Next, they find being transparency about 
what counts as proper legal research as most important, closely followed by facilitating the personal and profes-
sional development of researchers. Intriguingly, the comparison of departments and research units is considered 
the least important from the perspective of legal academics. What this means is not immediately clear, but it 
could indicate that Swiss scholars have more faith in research cooperation than competition, although it is of 
course uncertain whether university or faculty managers, or government policy-makers, would automatically feel 
the same way.
3.4.2 The Netherlands
According to more than 90 percent of the Dutch scholars, warranting a certain minimum quality of legal pub-
lications is the most important one out of the four potential aims of research evaluation (see Table 12). At the 
same time, more than 80 percent see promoting research excellence as a prominent aim of research evaluation.
The other targets are viewed as significantly less important. Nevertheless, we do not know what would 
have happened if we would have asked respondents to choose between the goals provided. This is relevant 
since, for example, warranting a certain minimum quality of publications will probably require very differ-
ent measures than stimulating research excellence. Apart from that, it might be that scholars agree on the 
goals of research evaluation on a rather high level of abstraction (e.g. who could be against warranting a 
Table 10: Scholarly opinions concerning quality measurement.
My opinion about the following proposition is:










There are no proper indicators for measuring the quality 
of legal publications.
11.1% 28.4 18.0 31.1 11.4
Law faculties put too much emphasis on measuring the 
number of publications.
2.3 7.3 14.1 38.9 37.5
There are too few independent experts in the 
 Netherlands to use peer review as a standard procedure.
9.1 13.0 30.9 33.0 14.1
Assessing publications through peer review is too 
time-consuming for all parties involved.
13.4 22.7 24.8 26.8 12.3
Double blind review by external referees leads to better 
publications than non-blind review conducted by editors.
6.1 15.5 24.8 31.4 22.3
The way in which the quality of publications is measured 
leads to undesirable strategic behavior.
1.8 7.5 27.5 38.9 24.3
I rather submit my articles to a journal whose editors I 
personally know than to a journal with an unfamiliar 
editorial board.
29.5 23.9 23.9 18.6 4.1
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certain minimum quality level of legal publications?) but they would disagree once the goals are translated 
into more specific requirements (e.g. requirement regarding methodological accountability and explanation 
of the research design in legal publications) or specific evaluation methods.
Table 13 not only shows that Dutch scholars, just like their Swiss colleagues, prefer evaluations based on 
substance to quantitative assessments. It also reveals that lawyers and non-lawyers do not necessarily see peer 
review as a more reliable method of research evaluation over assessment of scholarly legal research by a profes-
sional editorial board. Lawyers are, however, much more outspoken here than non-lawyers. When it comes to 
the benefits of ranking law journals, the opinions become even more divided, although non-lawyers seem to 
have more faith in ranking than lawyers. Moreover, the opinion of lawyers is in particular divided when it comes 
to national research assessment exercises. About half of the respondents in favor of them seems to be skeptical 
about the benefit of such exercises. This proves again that the situation becomes more complex as soon as the 
goals of evaluation are made more specific and respondents actually have something to choose between.
3.4.3 Comparison
It is very difficult to draw general lessons from the surveys about what the Swiss and Dutch perceive to be 
the most important aims of research evaluation. What seems fair to say, though, is that scholars in both 
countries appear to be somewhat skeptical about the idea that competition automatically leads to better 
research quality. In Switzerland, research evaluation is first seen as a way to select academics who have 
potential. It is also telling that the Swiss gave a low ranking to comparing departments and research units via 
Table 11: Professors’ opinions about the purpose of research evaluation.
Purpose of research evaluation N/N total %
Evaluation of existing staff and appointment/promotion of (new) staff  members 72/89 81
Stimulating transparency of what counts as proper legal research 65/85 76
Personal/professional development 63/87 72
Incentive to stimulate quality awareness of the research  community 55/83 66
Fulfilment of legislative obligations and policy targets 50/85 59
Promotion of research cooperation 42/79 53
Distribution of research funds 44/88 50
Accountability towards politics and the larger public 35/81 43
Performance-based funding 31/80 39
Positioning towards other academic disciplines 26/81 32
Comparison between departments/research units in law schools 12/80 15
Table 12: What is the purpose of evaluation of academic legal publications?












Warranting a certain 
minimum quality of legal 
publications (n = 535)
1.1% 0.9 5.2 34.4 58.3
Promoting research 
excellence (n = 532)
1.5 4.5 12.8 44.7 36.5
Accountability for the 
use of public money 
(n = 529)
2.6 6.8 16.8 49.9 23.8
Efficient and  well-targeted
allocation of funding 
(n = 535)
2.4 9.3 23.9 44.7 19.6
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research evaluation. Apparently, they do not believe in organizing a competition between research groups 
in order to raise the quality of legal publications because academic legal research is still viewed as a largely 
individualistic activity. Scholars in both countries prefer research evaluation based on assessments of the 
research substance rather than quantitative assessments using bibliometrical indicators, such as citation 
scores. The Dutch survey, however, shows that this does not automatically imply scholars are in favor of the 
introduction of (double blind) peer review as a method to select papers for publication. Interestingly, Dutch 
scholars have just as much faith in the professional judgment of an editorial board composed of experts as 
they do reviews from anonymous external referees.
4 Conclusions and follow-up
Although the Swiss and Dutch surveys are somewhat different in terms of the research design, we were 
nonetheless able to obtain meaningful and comparable data. Notably, there are a few striking similarities in 
terms of outcomes. Undoubtedly, the most important resemblance is that legal scholars in both countries 
have a strong preference for qualitative research evaluation methods over quantitative measures such as 
journal rankings, citation counts and paper downloads. It is not clear, however, why many researchers seem 
to have a preference for (double) blind peer review over existing non-blind reviews by professional editorial 
boards. There may be different reasons for this, which need further investigation. It could be that scholars 
think that independent (external) peer reviewers are less biased than members of professional editorial 
boards are, but it is also possible that scholars do not have a clear idea what different forms of peer review 
entail and how it would function in daily practice.57
Interviews with the law deans in Switzerland, conducted in addition to the survey, revealed that simple 
bibliometric data about the number of publications in different types of outlets is considered important by 
administrators, especially in the process of selection and appointment of academic positions. Nevertheless, 
legal scholars seem to have a strong distrust against quantitative research evaluation methods that are 
being used in other (social and natural) sciences. The latter is not entirely without reason. Recently we have 
seen a lot of protest in the sciences, technology sector and medicine against the perverse effects of impact 
factors and h-indexes.58 In these fields, quantitative research evaluation has led to undesirable strategic 
behavior from scholars, editorial boards and publishers, to pump up research output in order to score highly 
 57 For example, even in case of double blind peer review, there is often an editorial desk-manager that knows the identity of the 
authors and needs to select the peer reviewers for a certain piece. No doubt this person can have a major influence on the 
 outcomes of the peer review process (e.g. by selecting more or less critical referees).
 58 See e.g. the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment 2012 (DORA declaration) <https://sfdora.org> accessed 11 March 
2018. See also Diana Hicks and others, ‘Bibliometrics: The Leiden Manifesto for Research Metrics’ (2015) 520 Nature 429.
Table 13: Scholarly preferences concerning research evaluation methods.
With regard to the way in which research is assessed I feel that:










LAWYER/NON-LAWYER L N-L L N-L L N-L L N-L L N-L
An assessment of the substance of 
publications should prevail over the 
use of citation scores.
0.3% 0.0 2.6 6.9 5.5 11.1 24.4 29.2 67.2 52.8
The assessment of journal articles 
by a professional editorial board is 
at least as good as assessment by 
external referees.
4.2 16.7 11.3 26.4 12.6 16.7 32.8 33.3 39.1 6.9
The introduction of a ranking of 
journals in the Netherlands would 
be a welcome development.
18.4 5.6 23.9 15.3 23.1 34.7 26.2 33.3 8.4 11.1
A nationwide research assessment 
exercise is a suitable way to compare 
the quality of research groups.
11.3 1.4 21.0 20.8 35.2 26.4 27.3 44.4 5.2 6.9
Differences in distributions between lawyers and non-lawyers is significant for all reported items.
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on relevant performance-indicators.59 Some people even claim that by further increasing the publication 
 pressure, research fraud may increase. There is however little hard evidence to this effect.60
From this perspective, however, it is not so strange that Swiss and Dutch legal scholars have more  sympathy 
for peer review than for citation counts, impact factors, rejection rates etc. An empirical study,  concerning 
administrative knowledge politics and changing epistemic cultures in Dutch law schools, revealed that 
the way in which publications are categorized as professional or academic is heavily politicized by the 
 administration in certain law schools:
[S]ome coordinators police the boundary between scholarly and professional publications very 
strictly, they tend to count articles as scholarly if they are in line with a particular vision of legal 
scholarship, that is research that is empirically oriented, conceptually robust, and primarily relevant 
to international academic audiences. However, there are diverse other strategies of using indica-
tors that are connected to very different intellectual outlooks. For example, one of our informants 
pursues an alternative vision of a ‘scientific turn’ that actually depends on engaging non-academic 
audiences on a national level.61
The authors of this study warn that whereas discussions about the nature of legal scholarship and the way 
it should be valued used to take place via the scholarly communication in academic journals and at confer-
ences, it now seems to have been replaced by routinized administrative procedures that are often invisible 
to legal scholars. This implies that researchers without a particular institutional function (dean or vice dean, 
programme manager, research coordinator etc.) have received a much weaker position in the debate on how 
publications should be weighed.62
The question is of course: is turning to (double blind) peer review the answer to these sort of issues?63 The 
institutional weighing of publications will, for instance, often take place during the post peer-review phase, 
but apart from that, peer review is not without its own problems. In order to make the outcomes of peer 
review predictable and objective, one needs specific quality-indicators that referees can use in their assess-
ment of publications. Moreover, journals and publishers have to think about the way in which they are going 
to select referees in a way that best matches the expertise of the referee with the authors and avoid, as much 
as possible, biases from the side of the referees (e.g. authors and referees can be in competition with each 
other and referees might recognize authors even when their name is anonymized). Finally, there needs to be 
clarity about what happens when referees contradict each other, or in cases where there is a serious conflict 
of opinion between the referees and the editorial board, or the referee and the author(s).
Even though respondents claim they prefer (double) blind peer review by external referees to non-blind 
review by editorial boards, it is remarkable that they simultaneously doubt whether peer review by external 
referees in (Dutch) practice has sufficient added value, compared to assessment by an editorial board con-
sisting of experts in the same field. In the Netherlands, respondents expect difficulties in finding enough 
independent referees with relevant expertise who are also unbiased. This opinion was not shared by the 
Swiss respondents, who reject the idea that there is a shortage of qualified experts to review legal research. 
However, in both the Netherlands and in Switzerland, respondents mostly fear that the introduction of peer 
review might bring about time constraints and bureaucracy. Perhaps it is safe to expect that the introduc-
tion of peer review will develop gradually since more and more scholars apparently focus on publishing 
for an international audience in English. This may drive young scholars in Switzerland and the Netherlands 
towards other publishing styles than the ones they are used to in their own countries. Many of the UK jour-
nals and journals focused on European and International law are already being peer reviewed and the same 
 59 Schweizerische Wissenschafts-undTechnologierat‚ ‘Leistungsmessung und Qualitätssicherung in der Wissenschaft’ (2013) 3 
SWTR Schrift 3.
 60 See e.g. Tijdink and others argue that there seems to be a relationship between publication pressure and research fraud. See 
Joeri Tijdink, Reinout Verbeke and Yvo Smulders, ‘Publication Pressure and Scientific Misconduct in Medical Scientists’ (2014) 9 
Journal of Empirical Research on Human Research Ethics 64. This is however denied by Fanelli and others. See Daniele Fanelli, 
Rodrigo Costas and Vincent Larivière, ‘Misconduct Policies, Academic Culture and Career Stage, Not Gender or Pressures to Publish, 
Affect Scientific Integrity’ (2015) 10/6 PLoS ONE <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0127556> 
accessed 11 March 2018. 
 61 Wolfgang Kaltenbrunner and Sarah de Rijcke (n 24). 
 62 Ibid 9.
 63 In the Netherlands, the 2016 RAE has shown that this is not the case, because let alone terms like peer review and refereed are used 
in many different ways and the fact that publications are labelled as peer reviewed by authors or by research coordinators in law 
schools does not mean that they actually are. See Genugten (23) 9. 
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goes for English academic publishers like Oxford University Press and Cambridge University Press. If Dutch 
and Swiss legal scholars want to enter this “market”, they will have to get used to it.
This does not however imply that Swiss and Dutch journals and publishers should simply follow what 
English language law journals and international academic book publishers do. With regard to this, Swiss and 
Dutch journals and publishers have the advantage of lagging behind, which means they can learn from the 
mistakes that others have made before them. Most of the current law journals and publishers, for example, 
have not specified their assessment criteria, have not made very clear what they expect from authors in terms 
of methodological accountability (e.g. to what extent should author explain their research design?) and what 
is expected from referees in terms of feedback and response to criticism from scholars who have submitted 
contributions for peer review. Being more explicit about this might reflect on the writing process of potential 
authors, who would then be able to anticipate to the requirements that journals and publishers expect to see 
fulfilled. However, there is still a long way to go before there is consensus about more specific quality indi-
cators that translate abstract criteria, such as originality, thoroughness and profundity, into more concrete 
guidelines. The same goes for the development of policies to select, instruct, and evaluate referees for peer 
review. Without a minimum level of agreement on quality indicators and peer review procedures, the intro-
duction of (double blind) peer review will probably not lead to increased trustworthiness of legal scholarship.
Perhaps the most important challenge for Swiss and Dutch legal scholars, which can be deducted from the 
survey, is how they can keep their close relationship to legal practice but at the same time meet the demands 
globalization puts on the academic study of law. Is it possible to maintain a healthy national publication 
culture and a fruitful dialogue with legal practitioners, while concurrently publishing more often in English 
language law journals and academic publishers in order to share ideas with a growing transnational forum 
of legal scholars? In addition, how about the relationship between academic research and teaching? How 
do we prepare students for a job in (national) legal practice while simultaneously teaching them that tradi-
tional legal concepts are undergoing fundamental changes due to the forces of globalization?
In order to answer these and other related questions, more qualitative empirical research is vital.64 
Research quality and research evaluation are far too important for us to leave to bibliometricians, univer-
sity managers, and higher education policy-analysts. What is needed most of all is more data about how 
legal scholars, but also practitioners, view the challenges facing legal scholarship. The pressure is mount-
ing for law to introduce standards for research evaluation. Experiences in the humanities has shown that 
in order for research assessment practices to become accepted, they need to be supported by the forum 
of academics. Choosing a bottom-up approach means that the evaluation procedures and criteria should 
be first determined by the researchers themselves, especially because of the close relationship between 
research evaluation and academic freedom. The experience in the humanities has also shown that research 
evaluation practices should take the particularities of a discipline into account. For law this is not only the 
unique relationship between legal scholars and lawmakers (e.g. think of case note commenting upon judi-
cial decisions), but also the normative nature of the discipline in which “ought questions” play an important 
role.65 It is therefore the duty of the academic community to decide upon and continually update these 
methods and criteria.66
What law as a discipline should perhaps try to avoid is that legal scholarship and legal practice drifts apart 
in a way that makes academic research useless for practitioners and legal practice uninteresting for academ-
ics – this has been a matter of complaint in the US for years.67 This probably implies that we should cherish 
the diversity of the academic legal research landscape because different types of legal research (doctrinal, 
 64 The Universities of Bern (Switzerland) and Tilburg (Netherlands) are currently conducting an international comparative analysis 
of research evaluation in different European countries. The goal is to gather information about the methods and criteria used to 
assess research in the field of law in a national context and to compare them in the various countries. The results of this study will 
serve as a base for a broader European study on the evaluation of legal research.
 65 According to Jan Smits this plays even the most important role. See Jan Smits, The Mind and Method of the Legal Academic 
(Edward Elgar 2012). 
 66 See Stefan De Jong and others ‘Evaluation of Research in Context: an Approach and Two Cases’ (2011) 1 Research Evaluation 9 ff.; 
Marc Luwel and others, Towards Indicators of Research Performance in the Social Sciences and Humanities: An Exploratory Study in 
the Fields of Law and Linguistics at Flemish Universities (Vlaamse Interuniversitaire Raad 1999); Serge Gutwirth, ‘The Evaluation 
of Legal Science, The Vl.IR.-Model for Integral Quality Assessment of Research Law: What Next’ in Henri Eisendrath and Jean-Paul 
Van Bendegem (eds), It Takes Two to Do Science, The Puzzling Interactions between Science and Society (VUB Press 2009) 74; Rob van 
Gestel and Jan Vranken, ‘Assessing Legal Research: Sense and Nonsense of Peer Review versus Bibliometrics and the Need for a 
European Approach’ (2011) 3 German Law Journal 922.
 67 The debate in the US became particularly fierce after Harry Edwards but lasts until today. Harry Edwards, ‘The Growing Disjunction 
between Legal Education and the Legal Profession’ (1992) 91 Michigan Law Review 34–78.
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empirical, comparative) serve different functions and should therefore be evaluated partly according to 
different standards (e.g. methodological rigor in doctrinal publications means something different than 
in empirical legal publications, where replicability is, for instance, an important requirement). Developing 
tailor-made research evaluation methods for various types of research cannot do without the expertise and 
involvement of the academic legal community.
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